AskCody® - A modular and scalable
digital wayfinding concept and
platform that’s connecting People with
Places and Events – Dynamically!

AskCody provides a simple yet scalable, comprehensive and consistent
digital signage and wayfinding solution across multiple platforms. This
allows the client to manage information in one place and scale as needed.

The key to a great overall digital solution is to present the
right information at the right time. Therefore AskCody’s
flexible platform provides different means depending on
the place and context of the information that is provided.

automatically notifying the host via text that their
guest has arrived. Optimising time and ressources for
front desk employees. Improves security and access to
visitor history.

Once a person is ready to navigate through the
building, their personal smartphone is a much better
tool for ensuring that they get to the right place at the
right time. AskCody QR-codes, NFC tags and BLE
Beacons on SmartMaps™ are placed strategically at
each entrance and junction inside the facility.

Dynamic bulletin boards and ActivityViews provide
general nformation about meetings and events and
are automatically updated by calendar integration.
Show what, when and where making it easy for everyone to find their way to the right location. Makes it
easy for visitors to find out where their event take
place.

Interactive kiosk solutions provide information and
wayfinding at a general level. Improving hospitality,
self-service and visitor satisfaction.

Finally, as visitors approach a specific room, the
dynamic door sign reaffirms that they have made it to
the right room for the right meeting or event.

A Virtual Receptionist and visitor management system
improves guest registration by logging and

The result: Creating great visitor satisfaction while
improving overall staff productivity.
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See how it’s all connected and
placed strategically across you facility
to create a great wayfinding experience

Need catering or meeting room equipment for your meeting?
Booking+ provides an integrated and synchronized booking system
making it fast and secure to book meeting resources and catering - all
in one working procedure - integrated with Outlook and Exchange!
The manual processes are automated and optimized, as well as double
bookings, booking errors, and double work are prevented. Booking+
provides the kitchen with automated reports on ordered catering for
meetings.

